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Jim Leftwich 

Pee Text 
by John M. Bennett 
small chapbook project, 2007 
 

 

Pee Text 
 
shade sol der ,me           the lightbulb fire 
yr s hunt loose           b yr throat outside 
t the sing le sha           e the shotgun mist 
intent ion floating toward the b ridge lost in s 
un dulation ,cag            pe nd ant gr ease 
,time to coughing ,lo           ,page of s cowling a 
the floor raging in           at comb bus ted 
 
.the camper like a           r inkwell fulla urine 
per drooling soldier           allowed  .dip the nest 
,dropped an blanch            to yr "woods" the l 
,sp read across ,the sough creep ,the buzzing 
lantern d rifts in           ed ,knocking talking 
azy sword sw           stepped an f layed 
inside yr face y           bloat business ,sot ham 
 
Let's say our first attempt to read the poem entitled "Pee Text" is an attempt to read 
it left to right, top to bottom. As we read the first stanza we become increasingly 
frustrated with what happens semantically across the central gap. "Me" to "the", 
"loose" to "b", "sha" to "e", "cag" to "pe", "lo" to ",page", "in" to "at". What are we, as 
readers, supposed to do with any of that? Personally, I decide fairly quickly that the 
left to right, top to bottom reading route is a failure for this poem. I take a quick look 
at reading in columns, down the left column, back to top-right, then down the right 
side.  
 
shade sol der ,me            
yr s hunt loose            
t the sing le sha    
intent ion floating  
un dulation ,cag             
,time to coughing ,lo            
the floor raging in 
 
the lightbulb fire 
b yr throat outside 
e the shotgun mist 
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toward the b ridge lost in s 
pe nd ant gr ease 
,page of s cowling a 
at comb bus ted 
 
I can enjoy this kind of noisic chaos, but I suspect this poem of having more than 
just that to offer. 
 
I remember some Bennett poems from the nineties, inside-out poems I think he 
called them, my memory is a little fuzzy on this (my memory is a little fuzzy on a lot 
of things from approximately 25 years ago), but I do recall specifically that the first 
word of the poem "rhymed" with the last word, and that pattern held through the 
poem (the first word in the second line "rhymed" with the last word in the 
penultimate line, etc.), so I decide to look at the first half of the first line here and 
see how it matches up with the last half of the last line: 
 
shade sol der ,me           bloat business ,sot ham 
 
That is not helpful. 
 
"Shade" to "ham", first word to last word, is also not helpful.  
 
What about first word of first stanza to last word of first stanza? 
 
"Shade" to "ted".  
 
Also not helpful. 
 
However, I do glimpse something promising when looking at first line, first column, 
first stanza in relation to last line, second column, first stanza: 
 
shade sol der ,me           at comb bus ted 
 
Close the gap and we have the word "meat". What happens if we continue looking 
at this pattern? 
 
Line two: 
yr s hunt loose          ,page of s cowling a 
 
Hmm. Maybe we are not onto anything at all. 
  
Line three: 
t the sing le sha          pe nd ant gr ease 
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Shape!  
 
Is this mere coincidence? How likely is that? 
 
Line five: 
un dulation ,cag           e the shotgun mist 
 
Cage. 
 
Line six: 
,time to coughing ,lo           b yr throat outside 
 
Lob. 
 
And line seven: 
the floor raging in           the lightbulb fire 
 
All of which results in the following as stanza one: 
 
shade sol der ,me           at comb bus ted 
yr s hunt loose          ,page of s cowling a 
t the sing le sha          pe nd ant gr ease 
intent ion floating toward the b ridge lost in s 
un dulation ,cag           e the shotgun mist 
,time to coughing ,lo           b yr throat outside 
the floor raging in           the lightbulb fire 
 

There is a recognizable, functional syntax here, albeit destabilized -- gapped in 
multiple ways. Discontinuity has a complex relationship to dis-contiguity. We read 
forward, left to right, intention floating toward the bridge, and then we start over, 
intent, intent ion -- floating toward the -- bridge, bridge and ridge, ridge after bridge, 
ridge just beyond the bridge -- lost in -- sun, lost in the sun, the sun undulation, 
undulation as a kind of duration... 
 
Stanza two works exactly the same way. 
 

The best way to contextualize the existence of a book like Pee Text is to think of 
the history of the mimeograph revolution, which begins in the conscientious 
objectors' camps in Oregon during World War II, evolves through the secret 
location (Ed Sanders' apartment -- where he and his press were located from 1962 
to 1964. He started Fuck You/ A Magazine of the Arts in February 1962. In 1964 he 
moved his Gestetner mimeograph machine to the store on 10th street, the address 
of which was anything but secret. In the winter of 1968 Sanders moved the Peace 
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Eye from 383 East 10th Street to 147 Avenue A, where the offices of the East 
Village Other were located. The bookstore closed in 1970. You can find the secret 
apartment address in Sanders' book, Fug You.), morphs into the punk and zine 
subcultures of the late-seventies and eighties, begins to take advantage of email in 
the mid-nineties (with emailed "magazines" of experimental poetry like Jake Berry's 
Electronic Experioddica, my Juxta/Electronic, and Tom Taylor's Vision Project), 
moves on to blogzines beginning in the early 00s (Peter Ganick's experiential-
experimental literature, my Textimagepoem, Berry's 9th Street Laboratories, 
Bennett's The John M. Bennett Poetry Blog, Jukka-Pekka Kervinen's nonlinear 
poetry, textual conjectures, and self-similar writing -- and many many others not 
quite so close to my own poetical neighborhood), and around that same time 
begins to take advantage of print-on-demand services with the appearance of POD 
presses devoted to experimental poetry like Ganick's Blue Lion Books and 
Kervinen's eIghT-pAGE pREss. 
 
The publication of Pee Text and the other chapbooks in the small chapbook project 
was part of a parallel development in the mid-00s, a resistance against the idea, 
and the actuality, of digitizing all micro-press publishing endeavors as a way of 
cutting costs, which had become a necessity for many micro-press publishers, 
myself included. Ganick's solution to this complex problem was to publish in 
extremely small editions, with numbers normally associated with tlps, broadsides, 
and subcultural ephemera. However, because of the quality of Ganick's 
publications, of which Pee Text is one of the highest examples, these micro-press 
chapbooks have not disappeared entirely into inaccessible archival collections. 
They sit on our shelves mixed in with the entire range of experimental poetry 
publications. 
 
The small chapbook project (scp) was an imprint used by Peter Ganick for a few 
years in the mid-to-late 00s, roughly from 2005 to 2008. The first four titles 
published by scp were by Ganick himself:  
we walk sleepily forward (2005);  
mainstay (2005);   
sailing in six/four (2005); and eminence: treble clef (2005). 
 
Requests for submissions required manuscripts to be between 20 and 44 pages in 
5.5" x 8.5" format.  
 
Peter published several of my chapbooks during those years: 
art bang (2006); 
gathering the clock --parts 1 and 2, in two volumes (2007); 
shrimp teeth (2007); and short sorties (2008). 
 
SCP also published two chapbooks by John M. Bennett: 
Shoulder Cream (2006); and Pee Text (2007). 
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SCP publications were very streamlined, minimalist productions. Title and author's 
name at the top of the "cover" page (and in the case of Pee Text, date of 
publication as well), with the contents of the book beginning about four spaces 
down. With some scp publications, Pee Text being one of them, the contents would 
end on the "back cover", followed by copyright information and the address for the 
press. On some scp publications the number of copies printed was included on the 
back cover (eg.; 22 for Shoulder Cream; 21 for Art Bang). This information was not 
included for Pee Text, but my recollection is that all scp editions were expected to 
be in the 20 - 25 copies range. 
 
In the world of poetry in general and experimental poetry in particular terms like 
small press and micro-press are defined very loosely, so we might think of Ganick's 
earlier press, Potes & Poets as a small press operation and small chapbook project 
as a micro-press publisher. In this context Bennett's Lost and Found Times 
magazine and Luna Bisonte Prods might be thought of as small press (though 
some of their activities, like the publication of tlps and broadsides, suggest a very 
strong affiliation with the world of micro-press publication), and Olchar Lindsann's 
mOnocle-Lash Anti-Press and In-Appropriate-d Press zine might be seen as micro-
press. In my own publishing experience, Juxta magazine could be seen as a small 
press operation for its first three issues (issues 1 - 3, 500 copies, perfect bound), 
changing to micro-press for the rest of its 10-issue run (issues 4 -- comb-bound -- 
and 5/6 -- spiral-bound, 100 copies; issues 7 - 10 -- side stapled, copies to 
contributors only). Xtant was a micro-press operation from its inception. TLPress 
was started so I would have an imprint for the tlps I was making circa. 2010. It is as 
micro- as it gets. It has expanded a little, but not very much in the ensuing eight 
years. Now there are some pdf publications under the tlpress imprint, there are 
some broadsides and bookmarks, and there are even some one-off chapbooks. In 
any case, what prompts all of these considerations tonight is my appreciation of 
Peter Ganick's micro-press imprint, small chapbook project, which was active 10 
years or so ago, and which has left a disproportionately large footprint in my world, 
and in the worlds of some of my closest associates. 
 

 

Pee Text 
Stanza two: 
 
.the camper like a          bloat business ,sot ham 
per drooling soldier           stepped an f layed 
,dropped an blanch            ed ,knocking talking 
,sp read across ,the sough creep ,the buzzing 
lantern d rifts in           to yr "woods" the l 
azy sword sw           allowed  .dip the nest 
inside yr face y            r inkwell fulla urine 
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the buzzing lantern drifts into yr woods the lazy sword swallowed... 
the buzzing lantern drifts rifts into yr woods the lazy sword allowed… 
 
I see also "the lazys words wallowed". Even though it isn't written, the eye in 
collusion with the mind will read it. 
 
sot ham hamper ... per drooling soldier ... stepped and flayed layed 
 
Faced with this variety of a writing-against-itself, we read against our readings, start 
and stop, piece the same portions together in multiple combinations, add a letter 
here, drop a letter there, read back and forth as if a single sequence of letters, or of 
words, was layered, as if we were reading a kind of overprinting, as if an imbricate 
text -- which already presents us with the extreme difficulty of not actually existing -
- were something we could recombine in an improvised reading process. 
 

 

The poem on the back cover / last page, "The flood", uses the same form, with a 
couple of added twists. 
 

 
The flood 
 
puzz led all the l           ed yr por c h um 
roat the screwdex lat           g starts ,massed of 
x crashing d own t           r doll blisters she 
fester hat kissed with bomb . yr boat holes y 
r ought laughs y           he stairway like a 
dding ,clusters ,do           her in yr steam bo 
mot or mountings ag           anguid hum ping th 
 
ped guesstrion ,tan           ns its eye n on you 
spoon whirls doub           an mild ew a ris 
er knickknacks cr           tumble an the breath 
con tent tab le ading toward the bled room w 
here there's the s           acking "dream" my 
"of nations"  .gas           ting w hat yr f lust 
ing fauce t b rai           k dribbling ,porque 
 

  

I can't resist this configuration, which otherwise in all probability will not exist 
anywhere, ever: 
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puzz , porque 
 
puzz led all the l            
roat the screwdex lat            
x crashing d own t            
fester hat kissed with  
r ought laughs y            
dding ,clusters ,do            
mot or mountings ag            
 
ed yr por c h um 
g starts ,massed of 
r doll blisters she 
bomb . yr boat holes y 
he stairway like a 
her in yr steam bo 
anguid hum ping th 
 
ped guesstrion ,tan            
spoon whirls doub            
er knickknacks cr            
con tent tab le ading  
here there's the s            
"of nations"  .gas           
ing fauce t b rai            
 
ns its eye n on you 
an mild ew a ris 
tumble an the breath 
toward the bled room w 
acking "dream" my 
ting w hat yr f lust 
k dribbling ,porque 
 

 

The flood 

 
puzz led all the l           anguid hum ping th 
roat the screwdex lat           her in yr steam bo 
x crashing d own t          he stairway like a 
fester hat kissed with bomb . yr boat holes y 
r ought laughs y           r doll blisters she 
dding ,clusters ,do           g starts ,massed of 
mot or mountings ag           ed yr por c h um 


